
Carolina Poodle Rescue 
Saves Time While Saving 
Dogs Thanks to Humanity

20
employees

10h per week
saved with Humanity

All-in-one solution
biggest reason for loving Humanity

Rapid Growth Made Scheduling
In Excel Almost Impossible

To handle their rapid growth, the Carolina Poodle Rescue managers were looking for 

Before deploying Humanity, the team used Excel to make their schedules, which was 

it took them between two and four hours to create a weekly schedule.

there wasn’t any system in place to field the requests while keeping track of them via 
Excel was extremely challenging.

Carolina Poodle Rescue is a non-profit animal rescue and sanctuary that re-homes 
more than 600 dogs each year. Established in 2008, the organization now employees 

“It would then take additional hours to remake 
the schedule every time an employee had 
requested a change in the schedule or wanted 
some time off,”
—

An All-Inclusive 
Solution

Employees Enjoy Using the App

Humanity’s 30-day free trial was 
more than enough for Peeler to 
recognize that the platform would 
be a good fit for her organization. 
What she loves most about the 
platform is that it’s a full-featured 

Between the scheduling and the 
time and attendance management 
that Humanity provides, making the 
switch from Excel to Humanity easily 
saves Carolina Poodle Rescue 
teams up to 10 hours a week.

“I would definitely recommend 
Humanity, I can tell that the 
company is constantly trying 
to improve the application,” 
Peeler said.

“Our employees have downloaded the app and they enjoy being able to clock in and 

vacation requests for manager approval. In case of scheduling conflicts, managers can 
easily find replacements, change the schedule, and send out an updated version—a 
process that used to take hours before Humanity. With Time Clock reports, 
supervisors can quickly export accurate timesheets for payroll.

The results:

One centralized 
schedule

created for 25 food 
locations

Reduced
time

spent on scheduling
 by 75%

Reduced employee 
absenteeism

across
all locations

humanity.com


